Plan or Not to Plan?
In the generation when people love to explore the land they live on and eager
to know everything they can see, people strive for activities; however, some prefer
to go without plans while others plan whenever they’re going. Throughout my
childhood, I’ve done many activities and experienced various adventures, and so, I
have lots of thoughts for the issue on whether to plan or not to plan the activities for
my leisure time.
When I went on a field trip or trip for graduation, the school always has really
tight schedules for the trip. Even though the trip were really exciting and gave me
lots of memories for lots of places I’ve never been to, I was really overwhelmed by all
the hurrying I had to do because of the other plans we had to run. I still remember
the time when our school took us to a very humungous farm after riding bicycles in
the mountains. Due to the delay in travel time, we had to leave just a few minutes
after we stepped through the entrance! If we didn’t have made plans, then we
would have the flexibility in time, and I would have experienced more and knew the
farm life better. Plans are wonderful because they can keep track of your time, and
you are able to go all places and attend all the activities you want. However, you are
then not able to experience thoroughly in every individual activity.
Some times, when there are leisure times for me to spend, I would dress up
easily, take my backpack and camera and walk outside to wander around. Like the
guy in the picture given, I would search for a place to walk around or sit down just
like it to observe the beautifulness of nature, and it relaxes my body and soul. I love
the surprise trips my parents give when the idea pops into their mind suddenly. We
would go to a place we’ve never been to and search for something fun to enjoy.
Even though sometimes not planning for the activity may lead to a disaster, it is fun

and so free. Activities without planning really relax me and gives me a refreshing
feeling to move on.
There are benefits in both ways to have activities in our free time, but I would
prefer without planning because by doing so, I feel free and relaxed just like the
purpose for having activities and exploring.

